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FOGGER
New improved knockdown formula.
Active ingredient: Extract of Habenero Peppers (15% Oleoresin Capsicum) with powerful blend Super Formula.
Superior formula proven to control aggressive attackers and dogs.
E ective on mucous membranes, physically preventing the attacker from further aggressive activity for up to 30 minutes
with no after e ects.
The Total Release Grenade empties out total content for crowd control or room clearance.
AVAILABLE SIZES:
100ml , 100ml Total Release Grenade, 60ml, 40ml
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:


Red cap fogger units can be ordered with black
spring loaded safety ip caps.



Pouches available for 100ml and 60ml units,
including modular pouches.

5 YEAR SHELF LIFE
sprays up to 3 meters

KEYCHAIN
Align self-defence, keychain pepper spray is compact and reliable, tting into the smallest pocket or purse.
Can be clipped on a key chain, belt loop, or the outside of a backpack.
A trigger twist safety prevents accidental discharge.
Ideal for hikers, joggers, cyclists, and school children walking or waiting at bus stops.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
20ml

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
Jogger strap

5 YEAR SHELF LIFE

HOME DEFENCE
Home defence unit o er maximum strength in 420ml, allowing the user to render multiple attackers out of action over
distances of up to six meters.
Trusted supplier to the South African security market and South African Police Service for the past 31 years.
Best value with 5 years shelf life.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
420ml

AVAILABLE IN:


Fogger - Red Cap Only

5 YEAR SHELF LIFE

DIRECT STREAM
Speci cally designed and developed to release a tight coherent stream pattern directed at the attacker without blowback
or contamination of the immediate surroundings.
Has 15% Oleoresin Capsicum with a spice blend mix, OC does not vaporize and is trapped in the liquid stream with a nonammable propellant.
The Oleoresin Capsicum is broken down into micron size particles as its being released, which causes immediate mucous
membranes in ammation on contact.
Safety Nozzle -comes with a spring loaded safety ip cap which prevents accidental discharge.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
100ml , 60ml, 40ml

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
Pouches available for 100ml and 60ml units,
including modular pouches
Jogger strap and Bike straps for 40mlunits

5 YEAR SHELF LIFE

direct stream up to 4 meters

OC NEUTRALIZER
No lasting damage happens when someone receives a dose of pepper spray and symptoms usually begin to remedy themselves
in about 15 minutes to 45 minutes. While there is no antidote that is100% e ective, there is the Align Air Neutralizer and
Pepper Ease Foam, to assist in minimising the e ects of the Pepper Spray.
Align Pepper Air Neutralizer can be sprayed as a fogger to decontaminate the environment where pepper spray has been
deployed. The neutralizer binds to the Oleoresin Capsicum particles, making it less e ective.
Align Pepper Ease Foam is a facial application which can be sprayed as a foam into your hands and applied to the a ected
area.
If you're someone who carries pepper spray for potential defensive purposes, it would be wise to carry a decontamination spray
in case the spray is used accidentally, or the wind causes some to come in contact with your own skin.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
100ml

PEPPER SPRAY
NEUTRALIZER

